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'; were graded tor both
and weight. About 18S4
eacted as to weight alone.
study was conducted lar the
Division of Markets in
ition with the USDA Agri1 Marketing Service.
13 counties participating in
rvey were: Ohio, BreckonGrayson, Hardin. Meade,
, Bullitt. Jefferson. Spenser.
, Oldhart, Henry, and Trim-
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_
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YORK 41 "The Edison
announced Tuesday it witI
ts room clerks to a memory
list.
management wants them to
turning guests hy name.
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"AA" Meats
Fresh
Country Sack
SAUSAGE
59c lb.

Vol. LXXV No. 79

Turner Receives Plaque For 30 Years
Service With Crippled Children's Society

Army Not Coddling
Ball Players, Singers

General Vandenberg
Former Air Force
Chief Dies Today

Sliced Bacon
One Pound
Tray Packed
65c

19c
beef

49c

1t. jar

1

Red Divisions Stiek To Take
Fortress In Crushing Effort

Former PW Receives
40 Year Sentence

99c
95c

FOR SPRING
LEANIN'

FOOD
MARKET

Siamese Twins
Getting Along Well

Youth Makes
Congress Jittery

Marine Recovering
From Attack Wounds

IVE
RIO. II/.1

3 bars 25c

Cashmere Bouquet
ilia sin
25c
bars
3

The Weather

OCTAGON
DETERGENT

Murray Hospital

Chuck's Students
In First Place

Large 30c

Giant
Size
69c

OCTAGON
LAUNDRY SOAP

3 bars 25c

e

Evolution Speeded
Up By Atomic
Scientists

House Leaders Give
Frigid Reception
To Statehood Bill
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ovgiroc

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

ail - Mrs.
Oa
sit.a.ou Denton, 26 year old
.4
)
...4,4„ notorious "society bandit
Oir iivicted killer, yesterday .
att es
oa two year federal
prison .
' \er part in an ;83.T. 0. Turner was the recipient contact the chairman,
they always Springs on June 22. 1872 on the
3S9 bank
here.
yesterday of a plaque, presented wrote to Mr. Turners
When legis- farm established by his great
The attre.
by Briggs Lawson, President af lation was needed,
,nette pleaded
they called on grandfather prior to 1778. His great
T. 0. Turner was surprised yes- no defense to
ges of being an
the Kentucky Society for Crippled Mr. Turner."
grandfather also established the
terday
when he received
Children. The plaque honored Mr. . -Mr. Turner
LID accessory after -te robbery af the
has been the person Cerulean Baptist Church one of
Citizens
plaque honoring him for 30 years
and Southern Bank here
Turner for his thirty years- ser- 'who has kept alive
the opial: of the Csiest Baptist ChliccheS an the .
;work with the Society for Crip- last April.
vice with the Society. •
the Crippled Children's draw .in
She was freed under $7,500 bond
pled Children.
Mr. Lawson presented _the plaque Calloway County",
he said. '
stale
The farm was taken by grant
for 30 days to get her affairs :n
to Mr. Turner at the regular
In presenting the plaque Lawson from' the State of Virsinia and
Thursday meeting of the Murray said. "I just
A number of folks knew about it, crder before entering a penimet Mr. Turner about has never been out of the famili.
Rotary Club at the Womans Club fifteen minutes ago, and
but the secret was kept from Mr. tentiary.
I found
Mr. Turner was married in
Ten days after the robbery, the
House.
Turner and when he was invited
him to be a wonderful person."
December 1892 to Miss Laura Ladd,
In presenting the honor to Mr. . In accepting the
to attend the Rotary meeting to court was told, she became th'e
plaque, Mr.
Mr. Turner launched his "store
Turner, Mr. Lawson recounted to Turner made the
hear Briggs Lawson. he just con- wife of Albert Sidney Denton, one
remark that he business" in 1895 with an outlay of
of
several
members
of
a
the
Rotarians
so-called
that
the Socicty was glad that the drive wsis in $265.00.
sidered that he was a truest_
He stayed in business until
"society bandit" gang convicted
grew out of a meeting Mr. Turner the capable hands
of Jerry Dent March of 1947, and has had interof the robbery. He now faces 311e
had
in
Louisville
in 1923.
The people who plan such surand Howard Olila, Mr. Turner est in 35 different businesses He
imprisonment in connection with
Few records are available be- has been in charge of all phases
prises get a lot of pleasure out of
was in five different ones at one
a slaying.
tween
the years of 1923 and 1928,
it going off well.
time.
Mrs. Denton was accused of havbut since that time, Mr. Lawson
M. Turner bought and prized
ing telephone contact with Denton
said, the name of T. 0. Turner is
In ease y•si wondered what the
tobacco for three years. and operbefore and after the robbery and
recorded in the records of the
fire truck was doing in the alley
ated the Cerulean Springs hotel
of joining him later in a cross
Society as Calloway County Chairrunning by the office yesterday,
for four years.
country ride in a Cadillac and a
man.
firemen were checking en some
Mr. Turner is a staunch Demo$9.000 trailer.
"When the Commission wanted
refuse that was highly inflammacrat and cast his first ballot for
to hold a clinic here, they conble.
William Jennings Bryan. He servMIN MO OUT THE CHARRED IMAMS of 18
tacted Mr Turner.- Lawson conpersons, Including dye
ris, who perished when •
ed in the state senate for twelve
PROCLAMATION
Mexican airliner crashed in the Salinas Mountains, near
tinued,
and
when
they
wanted'
Monterrey,
lo
MeatlI
c
es
ports said the twin-engined
Some kind of liquid leaking out
years beginning in 1928. He has
DC-3 had attempted to land at Monterrey and
had been told to stay in the air because of
Mayor George Hart has issued a
• sudden dust
always supported aid for the cripstorm which obscured the runway. A short time later
that would have gone sky high if
it struck a rnounta
proclamation designating April as
The
U.S. victims were identified as James L. McCormick, his sons, George and
pled, the blind, deaf and all (dea lighted match or cigarette had
Donald, all of Amarillo,
-Cancer Control Month" and en.: Burton Farmer, of Guthrie.
Okla., and James A. Johnston. a mining engineer,
mosynary institutions.
been thrown on it.
at New York City.
dorsing the American Cancer So(International Soundohoto)
!receding the presentation of the
ciety's combined cancer educationplaque to Mr Turner. Mr. Lawson
Fellow thoughtfully called their
al and fund raising crusade whicn
WASHINGTON 04 — The Army
told of the work of the Soriety,
attention to it and they followed
opened April 1.
said today it isn't knowingly coddl.
and said that 85 to 95 cents put of
through right away. Thanks felThe text of the proclamation
ing any professional ball players,
each dollar contributed, went for
lows.
follows:
or singers. Even the biggest name
the work for which it was intend-Whereas, public health probdraftee is supposed to get basic
ed.
cheers for Bill Adams, Ctibmaster. lems are not only , the
responsiWASHINGTON it - Gen. Hoyt
training just like everybody else.
Bovard
Clayton.
director
of
bility of the medical and public S. Vandenberg, former Air Force
public relations for the Society
After that, he gets a regular
A freed last September like the health authorities but all of the chief of
staff, died today at the
spoke a few words and introdliced
military
assignee-lit, the Army
HANOI, Indochina April 2, QS-- tapir way over the
one we had We-dnesday night residents of the community as age of
T. 0. Tenser
bodies of their said. Ball playing
55.
Mr. Lawson.
and singing are
•
would have killed everything in well, and
companions, ripped
Vandenberg died at 105 p.m. Communist Gen, Vo Nguyen Gulp, fallen
out supposed to be done after duty of the drive since 1923. This year
Clayton .was introdpeed by Jerry
sight For some reason frosts don't
with a toe-hold established only French barbed wire with
"Whereas, cancer, as a public EST. at Walter Reed Army
Dent and Olila took over the Dent.
their hours.
Hoedo as much damage in the'Spring health problem, now ranks second pital. His death,
1.000;yards
from
the
center
heti&
of
the
and
kept coming, faster than
which was attribVisiting Rotarians from Peril.
But members of the House Hess drive.
as they do in the Fall.
among causes of death in the uted to cancer, was announced
besieged French fortress of then ti* guns could drop them.
The plaque o as made of a wood Tennessee were Walt Roblyer. Hill
by
Committee want the Army to exUnited States, and
Bien
Phu,
today
hurled three Red
the Defense Department
Late reports from the battlefront plain hitters
from GIs and their frame with a bronze plate in the Caldwell. E W Graves, Harold
"Whereas, cancer
Seems as though jerks appear in
deaths inThe retired four star general had divisions into the savage battle in said the French were hu:ding on families and friends,.
Jackson. and Clayton Wilson,
complaining
all walks of life. Drew Pearson creased from 220,000 in 1952 to been - in -failing health since
a
gigantic effort to crush the all but the western front
1952.
Harold Ford was ,the guest of
about special treatrrilgnt drawn by
released the information a num- 22'7.000 in 1143 and a further in- The nature of his Illness was never French defenses.
In spite of the odds. French big time athletes and entertainers.,
Vernon Hale. Guests of Dr. H. M.
crease
ber of newspaper people had on
is predicted this year, and officially disclosed before his death.
French sources said the Commu- military spokesmen predicted that
McElrath were Rev S. E. Bider
Volunteer tipsters already have
the kl-bernib. a At11, _aretk _ahead -Whereas, cogitrpl of cancer
At has bedside at the Army hoo- nists threw one sentare, fresh di- bin Bien Phu eats be save& et -given-- The remmittee=
ALP. Carrnii stoi.harsts
hearled by
of schedele. •TvOrybridi Rid the Involves coneerted action In three pla' when he died were his wile. vision into the crumbling western **heroic defenders
Hunter was the guest of M. 0.
can hold out Rep. William. F. Hess R-Oniosame release date on this hereto- fields-ecientific research to find Gladys; his son 1st Lt. Hoyt S. defenses of Dien Bien Pbu
Wrather end Jim McMichael was
In a until Sunday
more than 20 names of football,
fore top secret informa•ion, but permanent cures or preventives. Vandenberg Jr.. who returned from slashing pre-dawn attack.
Half-exhausted by three weeks baseball, and basketball players,
the guest of Thomas Hogancamp.
Drew broke the release date and widest dissemination to physicians Germany to be with his father;
Two other Red divisions renew- of siege and assault, the "fighting lighters, a golfer, and entertainers,
Guest of W. D. Shoemaker was
and their patients of known facts and his daughter. Mrs. Robert
put it out first.
L. ed a powerful assault on the east- lots" of Dien Bien Phu fought in who allegedly got special treatJoe Bailey of Bedford. Indiana.
about cancer and service to can- Miller of Colorado Springs, Colo. ern bulwarks
of the flaming fort- a furnace of smoke and dust in ment in 'uniform.
President D L Divelbiss anThe handsome airman underwient ress.,
He may have considered it a cer patients and
a grim, bloody effort to save tree
Among the names were those
nounced that Rotary signs had
"Whereas. the American Cancer a major abdominal surgery which
scoop, but anybody can break a
The other blows ranging the fortress.
singers Eddie Fisher and Vic Dabeen placed in all hotels and
Society is the only volunteer kept him away from his offico for
confidence.
length of the Indochinese Pentsula.
The Reds advanced through ar- mone, both now back in civvies.
motels Tom Hierancamp reported
agency in the United States with several months in 1952. He entered
the Communists sent a strong col- tillery and machine-gun fire Wave. The Army said both went
,through
on the Boy Scout move:ment and
an'adequat
e
prosram
dealing
with
Walter
Reed last Oct. 3, three umn of Viet
Clem bete on South 13th at SycaMinh regulars 40 after wave trampled upon the basic just like other GIs.
Guy Billington reported on the
all three of the foregoing phases months after he stepped down as
more filled up Thanks Hob.
Fisher's military rating theremiles into the sleepy, unprotected bodies of their dead and wounded
Little League.
of cancer control activities, and
Air Force Chief of Staff.
kingdom of Cambodia, MO miles to
the battle approached a climax. after was that of singer He landed
"Whereas, there is an especial
Air Secretary Harold E. Talbott
job
a
with
the
Army
the
band,
•.vhicn
south. They also opened a new
Rebel Gen, Vo Nguyen Giap apimmediate need for wider public and Gen. Nathan F. Twining, Air
reeded a vocalist. He entertair
knowledge about cancer 35 evi- Force Chief of Staff, said Vanden- guerrilla campaign in the Ned peared willing to make unlimited
River Delta, heart of the French sacrifices of manpower in his nu- troops in both the Far East and
denced ,by the fact that 73,000 berg's death is a great loss.
military strength in Indochina.
merically superior forces to wipe Europe Fisher's appearances while
Americans died last year from
"He was a great airman and en
The Red attackers at Dien Bien out Dien Bien Phu and its 11.000 in Washington at benefits and
FT I.EAVENWORTH. Kan. flit cancers that could have been cured
inspiring military leader," Talbott
other performances were on off - A 28 year old former prisoner had they been treated in time, and
Phu poured into the breach in the man garrison, or what was
left
said. "As a brilliant air strategist
duty dine, the Army said
of war in Korea was sentenced to
-Whereas, the American Cancer and one of the first Chiefs of Staff western defenses in human waves. of it.
By FRANK ELEAZER
Damone sang for -Special SerBriggs Lassson
40 years in prison yesterday at Society is devoting more than 84.The French said the invasion of
of the Air Force, he was a prime They disregarded point-blank fire
United Press Staff Correspondent
vices"
drove
But
too.
also
he
a
an Army court martial.
from
French gunners. fatigued Cambodia. where Red activity has
800.000 yearly in a campaign to architect of today's powerful modWASHINGTON, April 2. (IP truck as his regular military job. center. Inscribed on the edge of
Rothwell B Floyd, London, Ky., inform the public how to detect ern air
the plate was "Presented to T. 0 Atomic scientists are speeding up
arm. Both the military after three days and nights of con- been limited to minor and sporadic sccording to the Army.
was found guilty on six charges, the seven most common cancer
guerrilla assaults. was a,. Org'Inservice and the nation he served tinuous attack
The committee is planning a pub- Turner by the Kentucky Society evolution in plant life and plan to
ranging
from
More than 1.000 Reds were
maltreatment
of danger signals and to impress upcn so well have lost a great chamand
coordinated
for Crippled Children for 30 rears try out the same process on animilitary lic airing of the entire matter.
cut ized
prisoners of war to striking a su- everyone the urgent necessity of pion
down in the first hours of the
and friend."
services_ A white tulip. emblem of mals. They already are breeding
new movement and not just a maneuperior officer while in a Commas. early treatment if cancer is to be
But the rebels clawed ver to sap away reinforcements inTwining, who succeeded Vanden- assault
the society is superimposed on the better crops and think they can
nist prison camp.
cured, and
tended for Dien Bien Phu.
berg last June 30. said "only those
face of the plate.
develop a "superior type- of aniFloyd was returned immediate"Whereas. the society intensi- of us who worked closely with Gen
They said French and loyal
The plaque received by Mr. mals as well.
ly to the disciplinary barracka fies this
public educational pro- Vandenberg were fully aware of
Cambodians had anticipated the
Turner is tht first one ever.presThey are working with big, conhere, where he has been confine d gram in combination with its anthe depth of his thinking, the careinvasion for months and could
cnted by the Society.
trolled doses of radioactivity. This
since his arrest in Chicago last nual fund-raising Crusade during
ful balance of his judgement and
defend the country.
Miss Katie Martin served as needs up normal
MONTREAL an - The aiiiinese
changss in the
October, while he was on recuper- the month of April, and
the soundness of his decisions."
The Communists opened what twin girls born six days ago to treasurer of the drive for many
genes that control heredity. Mort
ation leave.
Defense Secretary Charles E.
they
years
hoped
diming
Mrs.
Betty
would
Savage,
the
be
along
time
their
that
pars??
witn
Mr. of the changes are bad. (Sand ones
a
"Whereas, the Congress .of the
The sentence is subject to autoWilson said. "The loss of such a
WASHINGTON an - Howie attack on Die t Bien Phu
during third normal girl. were , reporte I Turner was chairman.
metre review and possible hearing United States has authorized the
are singled out for reprodustion
man is a real loss -to the" country leaders gave a frigid reception to the night and the French
Mr.
Turner
"getting
along
was
born
fine"
at
at
Catherine
Cerulean
met each
by the Court of Military Appeal:. President to designate April as and
Plant and animal biologists asI extend my deepest sympaths the Senate passed Alaska-Hawaii assault with a counteratta
Booth
Memorial
Hospital
today.
ck.
The most serious charge against National Cancer Control Month.
sociated with the Atomic Energy
statehood bill today. and its (attire
to has family."
Doctors
said
(Tose-pack
it
would
ed Red ranks and
be months
the 270 pound Negro was that of
Commission testified about the
was very much lit doubt.
-Therefore, I.
George
threw themselves against the north before they would consider an opHart.
striking an officer while In a towork Thursday before a HouseHouse Republican Leader
mayor of the City of Murray. do
eration
to
separate
the twins. They
Charles west and southeast flanks of the
bacco ration line in the prison
Senate atomic energy subcommitA. Halleck Ind charged
hereby ordain and proclaim that
that the fortress, gaining new footholds an are joined at the top of their heads.
camp.
- --- tee studying peacetime totes of
Senate "played fast and loose"
the residents of this city shall oband
it
was not known whether
in shrinking French territory.
Floyd was acquitted of charges
WASHING
TON an - It was un- atomic energy. They assured the
tieing Alaska statehood to
serve April as. Cancer Contra'
the
The French continued to hold ell they shared a common brain end derstandable that House
that he dropped one prisoner over
CUMBERLAND an
Marine House approved Hawaii hill.
members subcommittee no accidental speodMonth and furthermore do recnervous system
vital
position
of
the
a cliff and murdered another felwere
fortress,
a
little jittery Thursday when up in human evolution is likely.
inHarold Donald Fields oas
Halleck, personally opposed
ommend that they support the Pic
Neither of the parents, James
to
cluding
the
low prisoner by drowning him He
airstrips
that had been
the clock showed 2:30 p.m.
Chairman Lewis L Strains of
cancer crusade by generous dona- recovering here today from throat the combined bill. said Hawaiian used
to bring in reinfarcements and Betty Savage has seca the
also was found innocent of charges
A tio had come through that an- the Atomic Energy
Commission
tions in order that this commu- wounds suffered Tuesday when lie partisans who voted to 'include
twins. The third member of the
and
of depriving prisoners of food and
supplies
other shooting would take place in
until stepped-up Red
said the experimental work is
nity may meet its fund quota and was attacked by a man who aicked Alaska -may bear the blame for
triplet birth, Mary Anne, was restealing from sick and deceased
artillery
the House &mintier April 1-one
made use of the landing
sabotasing- Hawaii's chances.
among the most significant aspects
contribute its share toward financ- him up while hitchhiking.
ported in fine condition_
prisoners
month to the day after four Puerto
Fields was hitchhiking at Gate
Another House leader, comment- fields impossible.
of peacetime use of atomic energy.
ing the continuation of the nomMilitary sources said Gen Henri
Rican terrorists had shot down
City.
Tenn.,
near
the
North
Caroing
on
the
Senate vote, said "They
prehensive program being carriei
He told reporters the AEC is planfive conaressmen in a wild fusilNavarre, supreme commender in
out by the ACS to fight cancer lina border, when he was given a know we'll kill it over here"
ning to "step up" the work.
lade
Indochina,
of
bullets.
ride
by
man
who
a
would
said
-alhe
attempt
to
send
Statehood supporters were happy
now and eventually banish it as
Dr. W. Ralnh Singleton,- genie*
By United Tree
When the clock showed 2:30 p.m.
ways had wanted to kill some- over the 57-28
vote by which the paratroop reinforcements to the
a sinister threat to future generageneticist at the Brookhaven Na-the
exact
one."
garrison.
time
of
the
previous
Senate
approved the combined bill
tions of our citizens.
tional Laboratory on Long Island,
Wednesday's complete record fol shooting-and
KENTUCKY - Mostly sunny and
Fields, a former Harlan County Thursday. But they
"We can hold out, but send us
nothing happen -d,
were apprehenlows:
described "radiation genetics" as
relieved
warmer today. Partly cloudy and
high
school athlete, said
they sive about its prospects
members
what help you can," De Castries
passed
the
in the
Cenaus
41
'whale thing as the 'joke" of a the most important agr,cultural
struggled, but the man slashed his House.
warmer tonight. Low near 40. Totold Navarre Thursday night
Patients Admitted
development in years.
1
twitted
throat, hurled ham from the auto.
morrow mostly cloudy woh chance
mind
French troops; countei attacked
Unanimous consent is required
Patients Dismissed
He said it already has nroduced
2
But then. at 2:34 p.m., a teenand tried to run over him. Passers- in the lower chamber
f few showers. High near NO.
to empower immediately wherever Lie ComNew Patients
Ii
age youth arose in the southwest a rust-free variety of oats, and
by picked him up and took him to the Senate-House conference
Much colder tomorrow night.
com- munists won ground and blasted
Patients admitted from Monday gallery-where
nearby Johnson City for treat- mittee to work
the Puerto Ricans neanuts with a 30 per cent greater
y —
out a combined the enemy back into tacir own 500 P.M. to 11:00 A.M. Wednesday
Four of Chuck's Music Cer,ter ment.
had stood-and set off a flash bulb yield. Brookhaven silienlista this
TEMPERATURES
bill for the House, which has ap- trenches and dugouts.
Mrs. Roscoe Earl Sleek', 301 E.
students reached the first division
He was dismissed from Johnson proved statehood for
Picture taking ordinarily would summer will try to develop a
High Yesterday
55
Hawaii only.
13th St., Benton; Mrs. Chanties be no
ratings yesterday in the District City. Tenn., hospital Wednesday
occasion 'for alarm but it is blieht-free corn, he said,
That consent appeared unlikely.
Low Last Night
31
Delmer Brewer, Rt. 5, Murray, against
Music Festival in progress at and is recuperating at his home
Other scientists now are makins
the rules from the gallery
REASONABLE
If consent is not granted the isLAKE STAGES
Mrs. Alice Jane Tirrner, Hazel; of either
Murray State College
radiation studies on mice. Singlehere.
the House or Senate.
sue goes to the House Rules ComObserved Change Te
Mr. Vernon Wilson, 509 So. 9th
Joe Tarry, sophomore at Murray
He said Tennessee police inform- mittee which has had
NORMAN. Okla
When the flash bulb popped. ton said. .Inking toward similar
an-Testifying
At 6 a.m. MIdnigliS
Station
an Alaska
St. Murray; Master Barry Allen me hers
High got his rating on the snare ed him yesterday that thy had bill
at
instinctively turned to- atepa in animal breeding Tills
the
drunk
driving
trial
in
of
cold
storage
Yesterday
for some time.
Tonight
Cain. Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs. Roscoe wa d
drum and tympani. Preston White arrested a suspect in the case and
the southwest gallery. For a may lead to such improvements as
state Rep. Waldhe Pitman of Hot
Savannah
358.5 'eruct
Earl Sledd arid baby boy. 301 E sec md,
In the Oth grade at Trigg County were questioning him.
some of them thought that, sheep 'with better srade of wool,
lison, Thursday. highway Troonor
CITY COUNCIL TO
Perryville
358.2 Steady High won
13th St.. Benton; Baby Jimmy Lee sure enough,
first division ratins on
A student at Lamar College, MEET TONIGHT
it had happened
he said and to development of a
R E Frusher made this statement
Johnsonville
355 8 Rise 0.3 the snare drum
Harrell.
Harrison
Apts.,
W
Main
also
But, as it turned out. it was inly "sunerinr type" of animals.
Colo., before entering the Marine
The Murray City Council will in support of Pitman's arrest:
Scott-Fltzhugh _ -__ 3553 Rise 04
St.,
Murray;
Mrs.
Lucy
Buddy Farris in the 7th grade Corps. Fields was on 'leave from
Rebecca a teen aged youth from
meet tonight at the City Hall
"Genetic changes
WinterWhen we told him to get in Evans. 310
have
been
Eggnerai Ferry ____ 3354 Rise 04 at Murray High.
South 8th St.. Murray. haven. Fla .
and Peggy Kipp Camp LeJeune. N. C. and on his with Mayor
Identified by capitol going on slowly for all time." he
George Hart pcesiditir the patrol car. he tried ta get in Mrs. B. S. Green,
Kentucky H W. ___. 355 4 Rise 115 won first place ratings on the
Rt. .1, Preis. officials as Jerry
way to Kentucky when the attsck
Counter,
Routine
-vim said. "That's how we sat evoln'business is expecte.1 to the rear door but couldn't because Tenn
Kenjtucky T. W.
3O3 1 Fall 03 snare drum.
Master Tommy Kanik, Rt. had wanted
occurred.
to gee a picture of the tion Wa are just speeding up the.
be dealt with.
it's just a two-door car.'
2, Murray.
HMIS(' chamber.
changes."
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
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•
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TIMER, MURRAY. 1111I4TU4silt'
-FRIDAY, APRIL 2,194
.-

Biggest Bass Of The Year

eUBLISHIED BY LEDGER • TIME
S
onsolidation of the Murray Ledger PUBLISHING COMPANY, lam
, The Calloway Times, 8,nd The
tionas-Illaraid ,Octinier 30. 1929, and
tne West Kentuckian. January
— —
JAM.
C. WILL/AMS. PURI-Islam
_
entered at the Poet Office, Murra
y, Kentucky, for transmission
as
Second Chum Inter
THE KENTUCKY Irmo ASSO
CIATION
RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WALL
Illearne. Meingthie. Than.; a) Park Ave., ACE WITMER CO., lift
New
York; 307 N. Mictdgan
Ave. Chicago;
Bolystoa St_ Boston.

WATERS

and
a

WOODS
- - By

Ben

Southern Bell Appeals For
Higher Rate
Declaring that increased costs
of providing service have sharply
reduced the Company's Kentucky
earnings and endangered its construction program in Ina
state,
Southern Bell Telephone net Ti"
graph Company today, (Marc
h 31)
appealed to the Public
Service
Commission for authority to
raise
rale.

Rovin - -

phone service have climbsd higher
and higher the price of service
to
the user has remained low and
takes a smaller part of the family
Income today than in 19aa.
"Southern
Hall has invested
large sums in the post-wax yeafs
to fulfill its service obligations in
the state adding over 181.000 new
telephones The rate increase we
are seeking will enable us to attract the investors' money needed
to carry fotwoid our construction
program to meet the demands ot
this rapidly growing sti.ta.”
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How Urban O'Bryan used ferti- show
tha• many dairymen Will
lizers and good management to
sow suclaa grass for emergency
make pasture on a steep slope is
_feed, the.agent reported.
told by UK County Agent John E.
McClure of Daviess county. Scrub
growth was removed and ditches
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filled. Grass took hold and the
Policeman Jake
field looked better -this spring
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RONSONS
From $5.50
Engraved Free
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Reverence - Sincerity - Dignity,
Economy

wilt Ettillitrb

1,

H. CHURCHILL

ERA.L. LIONW
An:la-lanes Service
Laved With OzYies
Murray, Ky. Phones 98

.
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For those who prefer the
best . . We are still serving
old cpuntry ham . . . and
will continue to serve them
for about 4 more months.
Another Special! An 8-oz.
Club Steak for only ..85c
Also .. the very best 16
ounce T-bone you can buy
only ......
$1.75

CLAIMS RED- WARNINGS IGNORED

.NDLY ETUNEKAL 140911r.

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

CID WORKING SHOP

7

EE US FOR

orrnica Tops, Book Cases, Door
s, Built in Closets. Modernizing

Merrily,

Thanks A Million For Yew

Fist Favors

DAY & NIGHT-LUNCH
"Wliere Friends Meet and Eat"
Lloyd Workman
Fred Workman

1.000111411.11Fgalw----,-407
,

CLEO BUCY
Phone 1799

4t•olvo

Mr.And Mrs. Warden Gilbert

1 Special

FLownl

Extend An Invitation
o'•

_

Ford Mainline

Friday and Saturday

r

411C41,

FORMER ASSISTANT Secretary of State SpruIlle Braden tells the
Senate Internal security subcommittee in Washington that
the
State department ignored warnings against Communism with
which he "deluged it" while he was ambassador to Latin Americ
an
countries from 1939 to 1944. In a 55-page statement Braden
charged that a number of his documents attacking Communism
have disappeared,
International Seuruiphotoj
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PAROLEE HELD IN EXTORTION

THE RE-OPENING

Sedan
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For Essential Phosphoruc
for Grasslands

Paint

rone

of the

se

hewly

remodeled

AERO-PHOS

Paid

tred in Murray

t9500

rive It

TRIANGLE INN

Florida Natural Phosphate

Saturday April 3

Before planting legume-grass mixt tires this spring, disk
in a heavy application of AERO
(IP1108, or use as a top
dressing on level lands where er sion is not a factor.
One application of AERO-PHOS 4upplies essential
phosphorus for many years. However,soils well-stocked with
natural phosphate produce be4er crops when
mixed
fertilizers are applied annually
greqRlands improvement. AERO-PHOS should be use4 in addition to
mixed
goods or superphosphate recommended at seeding
time.

Buy It

4'

$'10TORS,

You are invited to inspect our new modern kitchen and
the newly enlarged dining area.

Vest Main

Writo for Litoraturo

Kentuck),
AMER/CAN
EDWARD M. HECTOR, paroled from Folsom prison, enters jail In
San Francisco, under arrest in connection with an extortion attempt on socially prominent Mrs. Edith Chamberlain Field. She
is former wife of Frederick Vanderbilt Field, N ew York, famous
as an "angel" of Communist activities. (International Soundphoto)

AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS DIVISION

Burwell Building, Knoxville, Tenn.
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Trainer Of Beauty

•••••

FOURTH PAIR OF TWINS TAKE CAKE ON BIRTHDAY

Queens Decries The

WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo tiurkalan, Editor

Phone 5501' 1150-M

Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

a.
White Ranks First In The

One-pi:n Mc.al 1.!141t.
S“vi!!• Tittle And :‘,pney

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Ifk—one..
money
sr. geit
lege Presbyterian
Churce
will
Friday. April 2
-es ag
The Murray Iligh "&ehool PrAj meet with Itiass Lydia weilung it
, bunny Mother Singers will have a rehear- eight o'clock.
s
• • • •
sal in the high school lunchroom
'the
Business
Women's
Circle at
iicloek.
one-thirty
at
, cad° A.
• • • •
the WM.S of the First Baptist
saves
Church will meet with Miss Lil" Saturday. April 3
Caption
Wendell
Oury lian Hollowell at seven-hrteen 0.
The
. low at
chapter of the DAR will meet
• in any
• • • •
with Mrs. Wesley Waldrop at
two-thirty o'clockPie.se note
Tuesday. April 6
D4Darl change in date.
The Delta Department of the
pound
• • • •
Murray Woman s Club will meet
cooked
at the club house at seven-thirty
Monday. April 5
The Lottie Moon Circle of the o'clock.
• • • •
WMS of the First Baptist Church
A al
steleny feec.
meet at the home of Mrs.
The Girls Auxiliary end the
Charles Sexton 120 North Fact- Sunbeams of the Five Point Misteen dish: esseid too Marty A.
ts,r,th Street, at seven-chanty o'- sion will meet at the Baptist
nave:, use ene strong elver
clock.
blend tee others with it'
Student Center at three-thirty o'The Cora Graves Circle of the clock.
Include peas, carrots. '
.• • •
Wemares Association of the Cutgreen pepper or lumen'. .
tete leftover soup -•:
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
juice as part of the ..
the Woman's Association of ColWarns Against The
for.
lege Presbyterian Chu,ch
will
Since a one-dish -seesUse Of The Eyelash Dyes meet with Mrs. J W. Stitt at two• the
turc of chopped or de
thirty o'clock Mrs. J. O. Welhing
ssert •CHICAGO iPi — The Amerizan will give the program
accompanying sated
nd Mrs.
lave
Medical
ee.
•
Associations Committee Charles Crawford will give the
should. sod Misson Cosmetics warns women against devotion.
definite shape aid
the use of eyelash dyes.
• • • •
7:s •

Realm Of Lingerie Colors
NEW YORK Use-The American
woman's dresses, suits and even
her aprons range the color spectrum. But the chances are six to
one her lingerie is white.
Robert E. Heydn, vice president
of Exquisite Form lingerie, says a
survey shows manufacturers and
retailers have had little success in
persuading women to buy colored
He so ys 85 per cent of all intimate apparel sold is white, 10 eer
cent black, and the other five per
cent other colors, with pink and
blue preduminating.
The reason for the preference
fur white Heydn said that 75 per
cent of the wornen, under 40 years
associate colored lingerie with the
voluminous rose and peach bloomers and chemises their mothers
and grandmothers wine.

•

•

WIFE USES HORN FOE Felten
SALEM, Me. IP
sersice c-rippled
Francis Noble die
village with her
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men quickly e
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Trains 1161rdl Gras Queens
Mrs. Lewis, a former teacher of
dancing and dramatics, now is the
-trainer' of Mardi Gras queens.
Her chief job is to take a New
Orleans girl, generally a debutante, and train her to act as
queen for one night at least.
As a "trainer", Mrs. Lewis, who
travels and lectures a great deal,
has been lashing out for years at
pool. posture. But she says it seems
worse today than ever.
"There seems to be toe much
emphasis
on
athletics
among
Young girls," she said. 'And the
girl who says she has es good a
carriage as her mother or grandmother, just hasn't stopped to take
a half-way look:'
"Walk like you're tied you're
alive." she advised, "and you 11
look alive. The slouch will fair
away.

116 HERE
LER

illEM

ON THEIR FIRST BIRTHDAY, Patsy and Peter Rice, of Seattle, Wash., are interested only In the festal cake.
Some day they will realize that this was quite an occasion, since they are the fotirth set of twins to be
born to Mr. and Mrs. Jules Rice. Waiting their turn are tho other three pairs: Susan and Catharine, 7;
(Istorriational)
Juan and Juanita, 10, and Florence and Margo, 5. Tbers'ase tw•st
ditildren11•••••••••••••••

luted in the air and sea and the
elements
disappear.
radioactive
The "atomic drip" from bomb
tests has added to the U.S. continental atomsphere only about Ill
caused naturally by radium alp:ie,
not counting other natural radiobro saquisit•
active elements.
4. Published findings of Japanese scientists about radioactive
DIAMOND
elements found in the Fulturyu
A cotton-tipped swab stick is a
By RUTHERFORD POATS
Maru's atomic dust Nave not behandy gadget for cleanmg dust
United Press 'Staff Correspondent trayed American hydrogen warand smudges from the • number
TOKYO
— American experts fare secrets.
plate of the dial telephone.
on nuclear radiation ssid tochy
At the same time a responsible
• • • •
23 Japanese fishermen exposed to American official assured the JapOne cup of sweet milk becomes
"hot" ashes from the March 1 anese there probably are no danThe Woman's Society e Christ- the equivalent of one cup of sour
Stick to mascara, says :Ars. Verhydrogen explosion have entered gerously radioactive fish in the Paonica L. Conley. assistant secre- ian Service of the First Methodist or buttermilk when one-ttalf teathe critical stage of their illness.
cific Ocean outside the immediate
tary of the committee. Writing in Church, will meet at,the church spoon of .soda s, uided.
• • • •
The experts said one of the fish- waters of Bikini lagoon.
at
two-thirty
o'clock.
Health magazine, an AMA. puoUJapan earlier had expressed forMen's Posture Seller
ermen was seriously ill wit/. "lett• • • •
In pressing corduroy, iron on
cation, she said:
"If a girl thinks tall and stands itopenia." a disease which causes mal concern over the "serious efYou'll
wrong
side
of
the
fabric.
the
COLOR DRESSES VP IRANGES
tall, she can wear a bargain count- bone marrow to fail in its produc- fects" of the lost on her.fishing
"Even if a product is not called
NEW YORK en—Kitchen ranges protect the pile if,you put a turkindustry.
a dye you can identify it as sueh are becoming as colorful as any ish towel on the ironing beard, un- er dress and look like a million tion of white blood corpuscles.
(loose with confidence-, give ihe
dollars. Most girls never seem to
Two others. showed hlond sympquite readily. The first indication other item in home furnishings. der the material.
finest -Artcarrord• e 'guaranteed
stretch a foot muscle at all any- toms that indicated deep penetra• • • •
will be in its advertising chums. Ode manufacturer of gas ranges
audregisiered ler your pugeet io a.
more.
Why
you'd
think
the
foot
tion
by
"Gammarays.
It will be claimed to proauce 'per- is 'showing them in a seafoam
A nut pick is a handy' addition
Adv•••••41 in Ulf wel 4001
were hinged at the ankle."
If their white blood count begins
•Tea* ••••• MR Pea. Iowa rot T.
menent color.
green, sunshine yellow and apache to the sewing basket. The blunt
suss •••••.rgo• se •••••• ••••ll
The
Ankle
and
leg
seeuld be rising alter ._April 5, the experts
ts a - reletive term _mean- red. Another manufacturer shows end is ideal for turning bees,
PARKER'S JEWELRY STORE
ing that the color will be unaffect- the back splash section of the while the sharp end can be used used as one continuous section for said, the fishermen are i.ot likely
ed by water, tears or abrasions for range in canary yellow, turquoise, to pull out corners after the bett *mouth walking, Mrs. Lewis ee- to suffer long-term ill eteets.
Murray's Oldest Since 1595
All of the crewmen were memTake o good look et
severe] months as compared with flemingo, gull green or mandarin is turned. 'the pick also el' handy heves, adding that a little more
7 4'
440.0-1°
muscle put into it would help.
bars of the J aptinese
mgr.
•sel
a mascara, which must be reap- red.
for removing basting stitches.
our front door.
In .1 tribute' to men. Mn Lee's
1.04411,, _kjate
•
plied at least ee:le."
Eattriff 10-igvragon, w)tict-ewe opeeettng 'tit)
irtrillaiti • to
enly posture.
US
hem
the
miles
Parker's Jewelry Pleases
testing
how a chenacee can
'Maybe its because (irate ham grounds In the lEhrshall Islands at
applied to the eyelashes without
guts them in the army,' she says, the time of the March 1 blast.
coaxing Us Contaev with the eyes
"but there's nodudy to drill the
In order to ease the anxiety of
themselves, regardless of' precaugills in walking."
Jittery Japanese who have deLofts.
Her recipe for improvei posture: manded a halt to the testing of
,;
•
•
• •
•
"Remember it's ill in yoke- mind. hydrogen, weapons in the _midn
COM_ ISOLYES_SIRKIL31_,_
Tire something about it when you Pacite, responsible American sourNEW YORK l?'-The problem
catch yourself skunking at the din- ces made the, following disclosal geps in drepenes may he solved
ner table, the theater lobby or Cl ures:
with a new type of drew cord
tee With a little vanity, a girl can
3S *110 Bill HiCVOM
I. There is no scientelie bads fin
which the maker says will net
sink the slunk."
reported fears that the buinin
stretch. The frusflitfit-..itatt says
fishermen will be rendered sexu.iithe gap between drapery panets
• •
ly impotent or produce eeformed
usually d..,%elops because the ordias JINGLES
children,
nary cording stietcnes after a
Nagasaki
Hiroshima,
"Test, at
short time The new cord is made
Testy and delicious. user is and elsewhere have shewn that
of cotton braided over e core at
genetic 'effects are negative," on,
recognized as one of our most
F.berglas Yarns
tRocky Mount,
portant foods, being rich in icon of the sources said.
N C , Cord Cu
as
as vitamins It combines I 2. There is no difference in the
well
with
bacon,
rrt shrooms, direct or indirect types of radiaonions, or tomatoes, accerding to teen injuries- caused by the latest
They're Buyin' It!
home economists at the, Univer- hydrogen explosions from those
They're Trin' It!
citified by detonation of atomic
sity of Kentucky.
They're Cryin . . . .
bombs over Hiroshima and Nag,.
Liver a la Crook,
Thus, it is not necersary to
saki.
Pie
I
Every
Best
1
The
pound
sliced
It's
liser
know the ingredients of a hydroFleur for dredging
Ate!
gen bomb to treat its radiation
3 T Fat
New Delicious
victims.
2 c tomatoes
PECAN FUDGE PIE
3. There is no danger of world2 T chopped onion
wide centamination resuhing from
1 t salt
where do you get it?
The Murray Fire Department has been hampered
atomic tests because the radioacPepper
GREG'S BAKE SHOP
its work in recent months by drivers of motor vein
didispersed
and
Season liver with salt and pep- tive clouds are
511 So. 12th Phone 1234
-hicles interfering with and impeding the progress of
ON FIRST LAP of a trip to see now boys and girls In foreign nation'
per, then dip in flour and brown
the city fire equipment in getting to the scene of firgel their education, Frances Elizabeth Huffman (plaid blouse, secin bacon drippings. Add onion and
ond right I of Canton. 0., leaves Lice° Giulio Cesare school in
es and thereafter by parking at such places near the
'tomatoes and cover. Place eri oven.
Borne with other pupils. Frances' Interest in foreign schools beconflagration so as to make it difficult to lay hose
300 degrees.' uncover and continue
gan Last summer when oho decided to become • teacher. She told
cooking about 30 minute, or well
or to successfully combat the trouble.
her radio station owner father that she wondered what schools in
liver is very tender and sauce
For the information of the public portions of Ordother parts of the world were like and Do said let's go And out. So
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
has
thickened.
No. 34 enacted by the City Council of Murinance
anis and parents are on a three-month tour, with Frances, 15, en"THE MARSHAL'S
Menu: Liver a Is Creole, butter(laternattonal)
ray in regard to such purposes are quoted herewith:
rolling for short periods in various countries.
DAUGHTER"
ed rice, greere,bi•ans, carrot-pineapple salad, muffins, butter and with Laurie Anders, Hoot
. "It shall be unlawful for any person to drive or
within one
baked pears.
Gibson and Ken Murray
park any motor vehicle, or other vehicle,
shall
hundred feet of the fire truck when such truck
in, fight.
AFPLESAUCE DRESSED UP
SUNDAY and MONDAY
be engaged in, or be about to be engaged
within
James Stewart and Joanne
ing a fire, or to drive or park such vehicle
NEW YORK ,81.-Herv's a way
buildings which
Dru in
one hundred feet ,of a building or
totdress up applesauce ter a speup"THUNDER BAY"
shall be on fire, or to drive or park such vehicle
cial dessert: Make a stiff meringue
a
which
along
lot
or
alley
street,
technicolor
in
a
of
part
on any
by beating 2 egg whites and Si
to
with Gilbert Roland and
cup sugar together. Blend in 1 cup
line of hose has been thrown down, or is about
fire truck
of heard applesauce arid garnish Dan Duryea
be thrown down, for connection with the
a
fire.
fighting
with red jelly or a red or' green
in
use
for
plug
fire
or a

AMA
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Slunk"
1954 Fashion "
By JEAN LIPSCOIY1B
United Press Skiff Corn.spondent
NEW ORLEANS aPI—A oeuuty
authority who would never dip
a shoulder to a slothrung position
herself charges that most Amerie
can girls are sad-looking vietuns
of the "tashionable le54 slunk."
Mrs. Lillian Lewis, a tiny, blueeyed wcenan whose job it is to
make every girl act like a queen,
explained her term "slunk" as the
shuffling feet and turtle-head type
of carriage.
"The best way' to get rid of the
slunk is to be vain," Mre Lewis
said. "A lot of women ale vain,
it's true, and still have the slunk
Too many of them don't try to get
rid of it because, unfortunatey,
it's fashionable."
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Such As Promptness, Friendliness
And Efficiency.
You Receive All 3
At
FRIENDLY FINANCE
Phone 1180
506 W. Main.

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT
Fernando Lamas in "JIVARO"
with Rhonda Fleming in Technicolor
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3RD STRAIGHT PRIZE HAIR STYLE
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DRWE -IN

THERE'S
SSS
3$ $
More To Borrowing Money
Than The Dollars Involved !!

4

Icy

NOTICE

DeSoto-Plymouth
PHONE 485

-

DEVINE

Door
izing

Set

Savings

In

Franciscan W are

THEY

SATURDAY ONLY
LIVE DANGEROUSLY IN M-G -M's

ope)AReNG
;:2704fAiNeef

16 Piece Starter Sets
ROSE—Regular $16.95
WHEAT—Regular $11.95 now

DESI_RT

now • • ..

$13.515
$9.95

a
It shall be unlawful for any person to operate
motor vehicle, or other vehicle, or to walk, upon any
street or alley of the City in such a manner as to obstruct the progress of the fire truck, or other fire apparatus, when responding to a call; and whenever
such truck shall be proceeding to a fire it shall
vehicular and pedbe necessary for all traffic, both
estrian, which shall be within two blocks of said
truck and on the street !along which the truck is proceeding, to pull into the curb and come to a halt
until after the truck shall have passed.
Any person found guilty of violating this ordinance shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
less
upon conviction shall be fined in a sum of not
than $1.00 nor more than $20.00 for each offense."
We sincerely solicit your cooperation and urge
that you permit the same type of assistance to others that you would expect if your own residence or
place of business were on fire.

• Harvest Broiin
• Winter Green
• Summer Tan
This Wonderful buy is for a

mited time!

Molly Martin Shop j

HAIR STTIJST Lee elmith of Seattle, Wash., stands beside his trophy
at Los Angeles hair style show, hts third straight winning year.
Actress Rita Moreno (left) and model Millie Gomez display the
style, Smith's version of the ra”.• "Pampas" bob. Hair stylists
elefeerlettesel)
from_ the U. 5, ane terelen hatior_f were there..

GIG MUNG lEAN'AO

ANSCO COLOR

3(31

Flavil M.Robertson

TECHNICOLOR

CHIEF, Murray Fire Department
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ADVICE

is
invested
t-waz yeafs
iligstions ii
188,000 new
nerease we
e US to atiney needed

youcivi
106 POUND BRICK SIDING, Si.
-Code, in bull, red, and stone deAgit. Ideal for tobacco barns. Only
$2.65 a square. Call 207, Calloway
County Soil Improvement Assoctai,on.
WE HAVE GUARANTEED USED
tractors a plenty. All complete
with equipment. Farmall M. Farm-

144)
116 HERE
LER
$41HEM

set ot twice to be
aad Catbeino,
.(latantglonal)
areseinewersle

carved
igiND 111101191i

U-ssan4
nicknem•
33-Talks Idly
84-Possessive
pronoun
35- 1.1S. °Linage
37-Sharpens
30-Paper measure
39- -It. veal
--44r-See.4vernve
43-1'ertainals to
the aide
45-Con federa Is
general
40-Wbee out
te - Exist
49-Yearning
50-Lassoed
51--Fall hehind

1-Knock
4-Makes leas
dense
3-Wing
12-Lubricat•
11-Swift
14-Speck
15-Ingredlant
17-Writing tabled
19-Ventilatea
2a-Cimisit
21 -Class
23-Doubter
26- Assist
27-Recite in

the festal cake.

Lqvis‘t•

all IL Two Farmall Super C's, ONE
SOLID
CHERRY
FOGA
two Cubs, Farman Regular. W. C piece
bedroom Suite, almost nw.
Allis, B Allis, and others. Also 211 Large
Dotmeyer mixer, also new.
per cent off on all refrtgerators. Mrs. W
D. Sykes, Broad Street,
Planters Tractor and Equipment phone 289.
(a7c)
Company Murray ,Ky.
(a7c)
_
3 PIECE USED BEDROOM SUITE MODERN 2 BEDROOM
HOME
only $79.50. Exchange Furniture large living room with fireplace,
Co., phone 877.
(a2c) plastered walls, attractive kitchen
with
plenty of cabinets
utility
4 PIECE MODERN, BLOND BED- room,
large attic fan and attached
room suite. $149.50. Exchuege Furgarage. 75'x150' lot on 204 Woodniture Co., phone 877.
la2c1 lawn. F.H.A. approved.
Robt. C.
Johnson, phone 938.
(alp)

CROSSWORD.PUZZLE
ACROSS

/05
TUDIO
,ociated
:! We
ks conmodern
portrait
is sure
Have a
mill be
results.

11111.01)

26-Japeliese
measure
29-Free of
30-Dull sounds
31-Encountered
I

%

IWO l2tg•214 kil000
MAU 03t,M OEM
11120r4iil CIENBC4 0110
BOW SUM M12111
0120 OBRO 0001
WA ABAJ JUG!
UOUDOU AMMO
300 ,ignial Ad
COMB !AIDA
ORD COMO WOW
00 UUMM ammo
mama AdUM
amoa allMW PION

1-Pedal digit
2-11e III
5

579

to

I/

14.

IS

Omar.

20

27
442

Ii confidence, give the
teerved•7 guaranteed
red Icarom protection.
mi in 101 wee 400g

43 04
'46

re. ',Q. mel Vet
Taa
Aga. 1. *Avow armaall
JEWEILS Y

Oldest

fbifis

I

STORE

Since

N•l•A .••••••• 0.1.1•114 IP.

•"'

11M41

3-G,atilied
4-At that place
"
6- Man's
niekname
I- Suffix •
adherent of '
7-Symbol for
'Mon
2- NI e hode
9-Make
:mita Me
10- Par••••I of land
11 -Devoured
IS-Baseball glare
18-Joe
20-Sildre
"I Tended
22-Dwell
83--Closes
24-Gire. name
11)--Ciuotea
"" Fissure
30-Playhouse
31-Cliemhal
stlern..,nt
33-Algonuulaa
Indian
14-Addit lona I
h the
feathers of
37-Deteeted
29--vounaation
.40-Tricky
41-Tiny
3-Once around
trek
13-Macavr
44-1.1mh
47- Artificial
language

•

raiser, Mgr.

s Jew dry Pleases

HELER IOPPIRG MILLER SAT.

MADISON
Y

DEVINE

Door
izing

CY
1799

THREE ROOMS AND BATH UNfurnished. One mile from Murray
on Hazel Highway. J. E. Adams,
phone 1353-X-R.
(a3c)

TWO
BEDROOM
APANMENT
Well located, modern. W C. Hays,
phone IOC office, 5474 tome.
(a3c)

voa

LEAF GRONTEE

Here is advice which UK County
MATTRI. Agent
Estil J. Noffsinger gave
iajpt tobacco
growers in Gallatin county: Grow low nicotine tobacco
-

AND

KY 21A or Ky 35. Apply jos: VOUR bluegras:: past,irs Nkj
JACKETS enough
nitrogen to make good 'I give you extra tons of LT-)
growth and weight, but probably last longer irto summ • NEW YORK Sh-It's better to
not as much as was usually ap- come back quicker in the
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT
cook sweet potatoes in tilt's
U you feed them a Well b I, n
. Sack- plied in the past.
rooms and bath, wired
•
Test the soil, supply
tor dee- ets. More food
of
value is saved when so enough
s
;.:
tric stove. Call 1
phosphat
e
and
potash
3110-14. $25 rfignielL the sweets
; nd be reasonable ababt gr-iz
are cooked with the can
be applied for rapid maturity
-hem.
(ap) skins on. I/ you
do peel them, and hiji quality.
Allow the toBut if you
drop them Immediately in
salt bacco to ripen as an aid to having
graze them, thr‘y w41 VIA
.
water
to prevent darkening.
GOOD
soon as warm weather
10 ROOM HOUSE ON
high quality
•
and have - a hard time reenv
Main Street or will rent V
room
ng later on
tirst floor unfurnished,.
Thu prop"Well fertilizeg, cj e tul
erty is now vacant and you can
g r aTed:
r --perm an -nt
move in immediately. G. D.
live a full cover a
Johnson. Balicum Real Estatl agencY,
suil cool." -)oirts out t:
day phone IV. night phcite
West Soil Ininr.,,,em .nt 716.
tee. "That ad-tat up to
la2c)
nit days for your beef n -

MUST FACE 'SERIOUS RISKS'

cattle

Help Wanted

I

,Plant Food 11111
Careful Grazing
Builds Pastures

coo: saaars wrria

HIDE - A - WAY
BED, EXTRA
good condition. Bargain, only
$79.- FURNISHED APARTMENT, IVA50. Exchange Furniture Co.,
phone nace haat, private bath, at 306 8.
T W 0 EXPERIENCED
877.
*001,,
(a2c) 4th St. See Mrs. B. F. Berry at
pressers Boone Cleaners.
(a2c)
300 S. 4th or phone ioa
lade/

-"S.Dme vals men usIng the
equ...T.Ic it
cf
pound• of 10-1C-10 fertill er •
.-,ere on btu-grass
"Aticl.n7 a oitro - rii ter-,
er
after the first grazing,
helps stretch out thr_gr
a..h«.4------Th'aisa--..is of acres 44 ttidwe•
-a$i';;r' 3 "ti'd put two • ,
tin 03
f-r i;v A., It ilf, ic:e it 1,2rti1L
and -good grazing incta, folio% ed. •

NOTICE

FURNISHED . r.ARAGIT • APARTNEED ODD SIZE ENVELAYPES ment. West Main Street. Possession
at once. Call 584-J.
for mailing purposes': Check
(ale)
at
DESTROY TERMITES FREE INthe daily Ledger and Tmes
fo•
manila clasp envelopes form size THREE ROOM AND BATH GA- spection. Reasonable price
Work
rage apartment, downstairs, unfur- guaranteed. Frank McKinney.
3x5 to 10x15.
Box
(a7ne)
nished. Call 872 day, or 1666 at 471. phone 1521-R-4, Mayfield
night.
ra3Opl
PRE - EASTER
SALE
SPRING
coats and toppers. Values to $1995
-special $6.95, $8.95, $9.95. One
Answer to V•sterday's Ponds
lot polo shirts, $1.00. Love's ChilPUZZLE
dren Shop.
V
ACROSS
(a2c)
315-Gaep for
rT
breath
ALEA 80T
ri 0
uQi„
I-Bitter vete'
26-French article
A GE
AM
4-UndeMed
37-Frank
RS
THERE IS
NOW
A
SINGER
8-Small boys
Allr5 18
39-MilltarY
Sewing Machine representive
12-Allow
asslatant
for
LA
13-Later
40-Writing
new and used machines and reA L
14-Sacred image
P'S
implement
15-Viccess of solar
pair service. See Leon Hall, 1411
A
41-Puzzle
E
Al
4$
'over lunar year
42
-Solitary
LEER
Poplar, phone 1074-R
17-Auricular
TFC
41-Diplomacy
19-Symbol for
ilo
r
• MIDWAY 'ROTORS •
p r
44-Near
sodium
AMA
4:t-Jason's ship
MP
4 miles South of Murray ,
20-Climbing plant
45-Prefix many
21-Foreho
ding
47-Caudal
on Hazel Road.
7
C VE E
22-Torrid
appendage
- Drive out and save $
23-C.mijunctlos
40-Brother of
6-ENT 6,2J2 BEND
$$ 24-Declare
'acct.
•New and Used Cars •Tclevision
25-Product
51-Sea eagle
26-Symbol for
1,7-h /tiler% is•
Grayson hic'.:lure, Purdere Parks
3-Remain erect
tellurium
fa-Lease
4 -Man's
Phone 84
21-Without end
(a2c)
nicknarn•
4.4-Sink tri middle
28-Prohibit
11-Worid
DOWN
39-Newspaper
organization
•xecutive
(1mit.)
I-Raise
31-Pined for
2 -Felt
11-koarder
34-Nod
discontent
7-4.0 In
a-Nervous
twitching
3 -ROOM FURNISHED APART
l-Paid not ice
ti-li Ivor
:rent. Phone- 686-W.
(a5c
II -Writing tablet
rZ
16-Symbol for

Services Offered

CROSSWORD

No

4-HERS
U. S. SECRETARY Of STATE John Foster Dulles
(left) is shown at
the Overseas Press club in New York,
avhere he said free nations
must face up to the "serious risks" winch
might be involved In
"united action" to prevent Communlam
from conquering IndoChina and exerting control over all of strategica
lly valuable southeast Aala. In middle is J Clifford Stark,
club pretudent, and at
right, Dr. Kart Gruber, Austrian ambassad
or.
(inter/tattoos:a)

GROW

LEAF

Priming 324 pounds off seventenths of an acre helped to make
Jake Herndon III the champion

4-H, club tobacco grower in Madison county. He
produced
1,606
pounds fo• a net income of $919,C9.
or at a rate of $1.240 an acre.
Second place went to Paul Burnam Oliver, whose income was at
the rate of $1.199 an acre.
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Steedesillt
tatic break In the monotony of life pretty girl with him.
Gale Taber, a widow, had refused
He knew
Sewell lUlactglat'e 444--repea4e4 offer of Lox Farrell Rhoilt,s. It had looted me, Soo, snook hands as though
marriage, tosiliars that at would tie un- four weeks and ended less than
10.
I
was
the
best
friend he ever had
fair to foist open thle fine old laintly
friend, her ever mounting debts even day( after she had been married and Introduced me to the girl.
though Sewell could well afford to pay to Tbmmy Rhodes. It had been a Taber, her
name
was."
them She had carried on the aus•nees lovely dream
and the crash of
"A young girl? You mean be
of breeding blooded horses on their
Tommy's
plane on a Florida train- was with a young girl?"
farm in Tennessee after her nusier.1 •
death. but • market for- luxury stock ing held had lifted it to the
en"About as young as you, I'd say.
iad vanished. Then too there were
during
status
of a dream. There Younger, maybe. You can't tell
er lo•ely daughters. R a •• I and
ulia, to be considered In any matter had been no returning, no disil- any more. Red-gold
hair, she had
if family 17 I •as. Ravel, her older lusionment, no pain of discovery and
a fur coat, kind of worn it
'rt. was bands o ma. red-haired.
pureed almost beyond syntrul. She that Tommy, for most of his young was, too; enough good pelts in it
ievoted herself passionately to the life before she had met him,
had to make a nice, stylish jacket I
raining of the Taber horses, while her
nounger sister Julia. seemed -mntent been a footloose, blithe and irre- was thinking when I looked at it."
sponsible
as • Iltudent nurse at their local
• • •
scalawag.
hospital. One rainy November afterThe dream was growing thin
Gale bad been a trifle stunned
frem. Julia brought young Dr. Pete
now
after
six
years, and there and bewildered at first when SewMarshall h o m • with her from the
hoepital. to meet her family and John- were days and nights when it was ell's
attention shifted, then for a
" Stark Williamson. • neighboring young hard for Farrell to remember what week
or so she had accepted the
srmer whom everyone thourht to be
.In tore with Ravel. Rut Ravel met no
Tommy looked like. He had been situation with something like
re•sline turning her gun• of conquest a gay'' gift, tossed
Into
the
lief.
dull
Lately
she had shown signs
y
lpno the attractive doctor. oreenmehe
r
1.
1,or sister's beau. Gale favored John - orbit of her days, as completely as of anxiety.
Nark all a possible husband for Ravel a flitting comet_ Tommy had also
-It's all right to have fun.
le was level-headed substantial. Ile
nleht even tame the restless. eery left behind a destitute mother who Ravel," she protested, "but Sew al Iliac.
harbored
vague
But later that week. while alone
ailments and had ell's an old friend and I don't went
rith
John-Mark proposes mar
to be helped oftener than Farrell's him hurt. Don't let hi n
get any
lege to her, .pd when she refuses
salary
justified.
Followin
g his pat- fantastic ideas. They do sometimes
Ins, he if flINO• her of being In love
2'pith that doetor- Marshall -is
tern of blithe irresponsibility Toni- when they're Sewell's age."
lehich quiet little Julia had tried to my
had never bothered to take out
You don't want Sewell youriide. even from herself.
any insurance.
self, Gale," Ravel remarked. "lie a
Lately Farrell's dreams had given up on you, so it you don
kit
CHAPTER SIX
t
been wild and troubling Seeing want bun why hang on
to him?
FARRELL RHODES was 32
"I1
•
Sewell Albright every day, think - When I'm tired of a thing
1 drop
ears old. Her hair was pale trig back over the
years when ne it with a bang. I don't tie a lot
,rown, her skin fair with • few had been fatherly, gentle
and good, of strings to it and worry at it
we
mth agrant freckles scattered over her when he had depended on her to from then on."
The door crashed behind her.
igh cheekbones. Her eyes were do things for his motherless chilown and soft with dark lashes dren. when she had been "Rhody,"
• • •
d when they lighted with Inter- his right hand, was making her
The early snow had nicked end
or animation, which was not association with Sewell a daily an- made everythin
g green. On an imn often lately, her face took on guish of frustration and dismal
pulse Gale got into a leather coat
gentle loveliness. But for some shame of her own folly.
and boots and tied a scarf around
She knew how old Sewell was, her
me now Farrell had at
head. Ravel was In the stable,
inking of herself as either young more than 20 years older than her- squatting
on the conizete So or
attractive_
self: she knew, too, that it was with
• norse a hoof on net KL1.01
doubtful
it
he
had ever been really wnile a stable
Because her grandmother was a
man hunkered down
ever seamstrees her clothes were conscious ot her as a woman. lte- anxiously near by.
liable
as
an
adding
machine,
askways well chosen and smart, but
"Shod all wrong"' Ravel stormed
e wore them indifferently and ing nothing, always around when as her mother came in. "I'm supw her life as little more than a he needed her, when Pierce nod posed to train a colt with eight
odden path of routine between needed Ms tonsils out or when ounces of surplus metal op each
as points of duty. One point was Sally had grown too silly over Coot. Pull them, Robert_ Pull all
e little house on an unfaahion- some boy and must be persuaded of them. I'll nobble him down
to
le street. Here her lather sat In to go to camp-these had made op the shop and get. it done properly
3 wheel chair all day on the nar- Farrell's role In Sewell Albright a myself_
Why don't we nave our
w porch if the weather was lair, lite. Until now, when the dream own [urge. Gale? Robert could
tan
before the fire in winter, while was growing too strong for ner learn to shape shoes and put them
•et ✓ grandmot
arid libe wait troubled by a stiffenher's sewing
OM"
ma•
ne whirred in a back bedroom, ing self-consciousness tor tear that
rile thin, nervous little man got
trj veiy
dresses In various stages of what seethed in her mind and to his teet hurriedly. "Not me,
heart might be showing in her
oduction
hung from
Moss
Taber. l ain't got the muscle
hangers
I
ikecl into curtains or over the eye S.
for that kind of work."
And
now
there was a new torcks of ehairs-d reifies that
"A forge would be an expensive
idd be danced in bY other giria, ment. Gale Taber. She did not piece of equipment. We can't afIt
know
Gale
Taber,
except
as a rut-al ford it," Gale said grimly.
•nred by young men of whom
addresa where now too often she
riell knew nothing, paid for
"I'll nave to take old Charlie
was directed, very casually, to sonic
,itiy vo that her grandmother e
money.' Ravel scranibied up
send little packages, books, boxes
and bent to w•tch as RAW t
-age pension could be tucked
of fruit.
brought a tool and began loosening
u', in the burial tund she main"Order me a good bottle
'of wine, the shoes. "He says we owe aim
, ,el at the bank.
Ilhody. 1 want to take at out to
sonic ridiculous sum, and I sup, Hie other end of the path was
Gale Taber."
pose we do. 1 naven't bothered
room in the Portman building,
She had thought for a little that keeping
track of it."
ade Sewell Albright•s big office,
Gale Caber usa a man. Now she
"Viotti now on please keep track
. re for ten years Farri.11 had
knew
Now, tonight, and it was of it,"
Gale said. ''We have to
e --d • typewriter up trom its tier grandmot
her who atruck the know about expenses
and costs. I
every morning, where she blow,
in all innocence.
We-can
t
operate ..1.111b place v.-itn. •ed mall anViled papers arid
"I saw your boss as I was going out being
butimessl
ike."
dictation and stowed ner down
the street, Fame. My, bid
take him some on account
-e, her gloves and the sand- he 3 a fine-look
ing man yet, nei,er now: Ravel tossed a
saddle over
•1, the cupcake and the apple know
he eaa most as old as your the colt's back.
"1 suppose there's
t were her unvarying lunch In
lather. Saw him coming out of some
money in youz desk
I'd
bottom drawer.of her desk.
that new French restaurant CiVef better
sweeten Charlie up • nuts.'
• ,., re had been one brief, eel. on the avenue;
had a mighty
(To Be Continued,
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FIVE
ROOM
UNFURNISHED
house
Full size basement. Hot
water. Phone 1048-.1,

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

DOWN

3

WANT

ONTO

demands ut

LEI

BABY
BED
Call 1581-M.

•

7 FOR SALE •

construction

In
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low and
the family

-t
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A

ee

so

II

111•10.11• lallalanannalallmla

22-Suspend
24-Acknoviledge
•',-Need
27-Short jacket
28-Part of
ekeleton
30-Wild goat
31,-Tttl• of
respect
32-Daughter of
Agamemnon
23-Notching
35-Hairy
37-Egg-shaped
31-Part of newer
111-indarnation
40-PeaL
42-C'onJunetion
43-Symbol for
tantalum
46- Seversdli
46 -Place
48--Esista
50-Indefinite
article

CENTURY $100.00
Wedding Ring $62.50

FURCHES
Jewelry Store
113 South 4th St.
Phont 193-J

MOOD011a insexseut, 3. ritthsvuse, Pa.,
sits cheerfully in a Bootee
Betel mow eis ises "nether tidies him prior to leaving for nampasi
waste be wits Is treated for • rare !sadder ailment Ted
already
Ma had aim egisentions. He and Ws motner were sent to
%etas
by use Titusville Junior Chamber of Commerce. (internationsi/

NANCY

By Ernie Buahmillor

(OH, BOY--

THIS IS
FUN---

WOW--- AN
OLD RUG-

I

I

I'VE ALWAYS WANTED
TO TRACK MUD ON

I

WITHOUT

'4.1:Ilia

GETTING
17ANKED

-

r,

f

Tonl

been hampered
ers of motor yethe progress of
the scene of firplaces near the
cult to lay hose
e.
portions of OrdCouncil of Murluoted herewith:

non to drive or
hide, within one
such truck shall
sgaged in, fighth vehicle within
buildings which
such vehicle upt along which a
1, or is about to
th the fire truck
fire. ..

ion to operate a
walk, upon any
manner as to ohor other fire ap; and whenever
a fire it shall
hicular and ped• blocks of said
the truck is procome to a halt
.ed.

•

sting this ordinisciemeanor, and
sum of not less
s- each offense."

I

.ation and urge
ssistance to othwn residence or

ison

lr 11
-3.

r•.• ••••Ii S v. oa -411 ;Ws •••••-•••I
a...
...11 heft.16.11.era.w.

-E:12.v/E eft

LIU ABNEit
B7
SENATOR F'HOGBOUND REGRETS
HE CAN'T BE HERE. IN PERSONBUT, HE'S PROVIDED SOMETHING
PRACTICALLY THE SAME AS
31 HIMSELF„slii„r°°44t:174
'
/ -...47-'...111111
____....
•-•-,O,
0,1
0.

AI Cage

-ALSO A RECORDING OF
I L LOOK
TWO OF HIS MOST SINCERE
AT THE
SPEECHES -ONE FOR HIGHER
DIRECTAXES, AN'ONE FOR LOWER
TIONS!!
TAXES ff.THENPRE
BOTH
PSST.F1- WH/CH .S/DE
V E RN/
DO WE PLAY
CONVINCING!.
HERE?

:

ir
i

0

AERIE an' SLATS

RAFTER I'M
OH, MR.CAVE... CIVIC PROBLEMS
I DIDN'T
DON'T END WITH SUNKNOW YOU
DOWN, BECKY...BUT I •
WERE STILL DON'T WANT TO SEE
HERE.
YOU BURNING THE MID-

By Raaburss Van Bursa

I-I'VE
AND ELECTED...1 WANT
NEVER
NO(.1 TO GO ON TO
TI-1006HT
WASNINGTON WITH ME, THAT FAR,.
BECKY...INTERESTED? AH€AD,
Mg„CAVE ..•
NOMINATED

I'M

SURE YOUR FRIENDS IN
CRABTREE CORNERS ARE WISHING
YOU'D SAY "YES
.RIGHT NOW: IT'S
QUITE AN HONOR, IF I HAVE TO

NOPE
SCAL1N', POP..
AND THINK1N'.

SAY SO MYSELF.

NIGHT OIL.
BAD FOR THAT
BEAUTIFUL
COMPLEXION: •i-,/
te
:
.
)

1
1P
.i
ire'/

irtment

"7.18111feesk

&Ma.

..•••••°'
...60•6.66-•••

f
•

•

ti‘

Tear oi„i)tsiitt AND

PAUL, LA..X

- who
front that evil power which op-but also for all. of those
perPoses .God. Instead of asking for would receive Him as their
h the
their escape from temptation. suf- sonal Saviour down throug
y of
fering and sorrow, He prayed centuries. The entire compan
d in
that they might be preserved while future believers was include
prayer. All of
passing through them. In view of His intercessory
spiritthe fact that Satan would do his them would need the same
which the elesen
very best to corrupt their lives ual blessings
who
and to destroy their influence for needed. On behalf of those
Him, He
on
believe
yet
would
God
would
that
Christ, He prayed
prayed for their spiritual unity.
keep them front' their adversary.
rs in Him
He was concerned greatly about He prayed that believe
in inseparable
their unity. -Holy Father, keep might be linked
another as well as
through thine own name three union with one
me, that with the Trinity. The purpose 04
given
host
whom
thou
As
ly.
prayed
earnest
He
men.
of
R
EssORY PRAYE
He prayed
may be as one, as we are.' this unity for which
!His earthly mtnistry was about to they
John 17:9-23
stated plainly, "that the .vorld
prayer
His
was
that
11.
Note
Verse
prayer,
this
in
Christ finished His farewell dis- terminate. He stated
thou hest sent
was for unity, and not union, it may believe that
course to His disciples. They were that He had glorified the Father
21,
Verse
union
have
to
me.e
y
is
possibl
entirel
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is hieh is 196 miles long and has
Impounded by this dam creates a lake
the TVA system, the multia shoreline of 2.300 miles. Largest in
with a 135,000-Idlooatt capacity.
purpose dam has is generating plant
acation park, Is located at the
Kentucky Dion Village, a year 'round
western approach to the dain.
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WOMEN
FLEMING
BUY EQUIPMENT
Keeping house has been made
much easier for many hum and
rural women in Fleming county
since they have new equipment
to meet different needs, notes Miss
Kathryn Sebree, home demonstration agent with the University of
Kentucky. How ttudesprtad are
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these modern convenienc..!s is indicated in the results of a questionaire sent to 315 women in the
county.
Refrigerators. 183, ranges-elet-OW, 102. bottled gas. 42; oil. 25.
and coal, 16, washing machineselectric, 155. automatic, 3: vaenu:n cleaners. 143, electric mixers.
112, and home freezers, 47
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Keys Keel
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gratulatory kiss on Donna Reed, chosen "Best Suppor
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tress," at Pantages theater In Hollywood on receivi
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Oscars at annual Motion Picture academy awards ceremo
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Both won for "From Here to Eternity."(hiferti,./ionai doundp
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Chemical Society
To Meet Here
On April 2 and 3
I Murray State College will

be
host April 2 and 3 to a forum of
Student Affiliates of the Amencan Chemical Society ad other
' chemistry students from Kentucky
colleges.
Highlights of the forum will be
the reading of student papers et
2 p.m on Friday. Apr,: 2. the
after-dinner address at 8:15 p.m.
,
also Friday. of Dr C. S. Marvel'
professor organic chemistry at the
University of Illinois and a former president of the Amer ican
Chemical Society, and a Saturday
morning inspection tour of Kentucky Dam .Power Plant and the
chemical Pients in the area.
Plants to be inspected :,re Pennsylvania Salt Company. Pittsbutali
Metallurgical Company. National
Carbide Air Reduction Company
and the B. F. Goodrich Chemical
Company.
The forum is set to begun at 1
pm. Friday .April 2. with registration in the Science Building An
open house, also in the Science
Building .is planned for 4-30 pm.
following the reading of student
papers
The dinner meeting is scheduled
for 7 p m in the Kenlake Hotel at
Kentucky Lake State Park. Ballroom and square dancin; at t.39
pm will wind up the activities
for Friday, following the talk by

1

I

Today

.

1939.
inc00.0 in

Dr Marvel.
The 'closing meeting w.11 be in
the Kentucky Dam State Park
dining loom at 12:20 p.m on Saturday. after the vieitors have cornpleted their morning intpection
tour.
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